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The main activity at the Museum in the last month was the Santa
Trains. As I reported last month, the first weekend went well, with high
hopes for the remaining two events. The results we saw exceeded all
expectations, with unprecedented car counts, visitors, and income. Here are
some of the numbers I have tabulated:
We collected a total of 1074 cans and 109 packages of non-perishable
food items over the three events, all of which has already been delivered to
EPCAN, thanks to Bil Jackson, who delivered each load to EPCAN after
each event. Over 300 cans were collected on each night. Car counts were
also at new highs, with a record 217 cars on the third night. I made three
bank deposits totaling $7453.79 from the three nights, and that does not
include credit card sales (the WP Store did good business, too); gross income
for the Santa Trains was just over $9300, which makes these three nights a
bigger income producer than Railroad Days, whose three-day total gross was
around $8000. Before we go out and spend this money, we’ll need to pay
some bills associated with Santa Trains. The biggest expenses were for the
electric bill ($1300, about half can be attributed to the Santa Trains), and the
rental of the light plant for the parking lot ($1100); we also had advertising
expenses of about $700, fuel expenses of $300, and various purchases at the
hardware store of $87. I bought pizza (out of my own pocket) after the event
on all three nights for the fantastic group of volunteers that, as usual, went
above and beyond what was expected to ensure the success of the events.
Mike and Patty Clawson, of Big Fish Creations, provided marketing
expertise that also contributed greatly to our success. Now the focus is on
taking everything down and putting everything away for next year, so we
can open up shop space for the mechanical department; a project that is
already in progress.
The year-end fundraiser totals as of 1/5/2016 are as follows:
11 responses for only the WP Calendar
($228.60)
15 responses with a donation and a calendar purchase
($285.75 for
calendars, $952.85 in donations)
17 responses with donations
($1475.00)
This is a total of 43 responses, with a donation total of $2427.85, and
$514.35 in calendar sales. I believe adding the calendar to the fundraiser
selections has adversely affected the response.

All calendar orders to date were processed by Elise and sent out by
first class mail by me at my expense, and I have spent over $250 on postage
so far, with about 60 calendars sold to date. Elise is regularly checking
phone messages, and all phone orders coming in are being processed
quickly.
I went to the Courthouse in Quincy and obtained several pages of the
court documents from the Clerk of the Superior Court in regards to the
lawsuit and settlement with Doug Morgan. I will not discuss the details here,
but I now have copies of the signed settlement documents for reference.
With the backing of the UP, the status of the affected equipment is now in
better focus. To date, I have not heard from Mr. Morgan at all.
Another appointment that has been made is Greg Elems, who is now
the WPRM Roadmaster.
I am disappointed at the response of some Directors to the
Confidentiality Policy. This policy was approved by the Board in 2007, and
is meant to restrict dissemination of information that is, or could be, of a
sensitive nature regarding the FRRS. It is NOT, in any way, shape, or form,
a “declaration of loyalty” to anyone. It IS a Director’s declaration and
agreement to safeguard and protect information regarding FRRS business or
activities that cannot yet be made available to the public, such as financial,
legal, or managerial issues. I expect to have more on this at this, or future,
meetings.
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